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Abstract
When learning classi ers, more extensive
search for rules is shown to lead to lower predictive accuracy on many of the real-world domains investigated. This counter-intuitive result is particularly relevant to recent systematic search methods that use risk-free pruning to achieve the same outcome as exhaustive
search. We propose an iterated search method
that commences with greedy search, extending
its scope at each iteration until a stopping criterion is satis ed. This layered search is often
found to produce theories that are more accurate than those obtained with either greedy
search or moderately extensive beam search.

1 Introduction

Mitchell [1982] observes that the generalization implicit
in learning from examples can be viewed as a search over
the space of possible theories. From this perspective,
most machine learning methods carry out a series of local
searches in the vicinity of the current theory, selecting
at each step the most promising improvement. Covering algorithms like aq [Michalski, 1980], cn2 [Clark and
Niblett, 1989], and foil [Quinlan, 1990] add new rules or
Horn clauses to a developing theory, divide-and-conquer
methods such as cart [Breiman, Friedman, Olshen and
Stone, 1984] and c4.5 [Quinlan, 1993] extend or revise a
node of the current theory, and selective instance-based
learners as exempli ed by [Cameron-Jones, 1992] add an
item to the current set of retained instances.
Theory spaces tend to be very large, so even these
local searches must be constrained in the interests of
eciency. Decision-tree methods typically use greedy
search (cart, c4.5) or low-ply lookahead (cls [Hunt,
Marin and Stone, 1966]) while covering methods such as
aq11 and cn2 employ small-width beam search. This
limited search is guided by heuristics that are intended
to identify simple theories consistent with the training
set.
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In stark contrast to this limited search, Murphy and
Pazzani [1994] tackle the daunting task of generating all
such consistent decision trees. In extensive experiments
with four datasets, they nd that the smallest trees typically have lower predictive accuracy than slightly larger
trees; exhaustive search for the simplest consistent theories does not necessarily lead to improvement.
Several investigators, notably [Rymon, 1993; Schlimmer, 1993; Webb, 1993], have recently developed branchand-bound systematic search methods that have the
same outcome as exhaustive search. Again, this more
extensive search has not led to the discovery of markedly
better theories. Rymon reports non-monotonic improvement using three arti cial datasets. Webb describes
opus, a system that resembles cn2. Both are covering
algorithms that repeatedly look for a rule with minimal
Laplace predicted error (discussed in Section 2). Despite
the fact that opus e ectively explores all rules whereas
cn2 uses limited beam search, the latter nds more predictive theories on four of the ve datasets studied.
We believe that these rather discouraging results can
be explained by noting that, for any collection of training data, there are \ uke" theories that t the data well
(according to whatever criterion is employed) but have
low predictive accuracy. When a very large number of
hypotheses is explored, the probability of encountering
such a uke increases. Since systematic search has the
same outcome as exhaustive search, it will always nd
such a uke if one exists. On the other hand, heuristic
search explores only a vanishingly small proportion of
the space of theories and so is less likely to encounter a
uke. It is commonly held that the construction of theories that are more complex than can be justi ed by the
data leads to poor predictive performance [Breiman et al,
1984; but see also Scha er, 1993]. Over tting refers to
the construction of a theory tailored to the data that has
high (but misleading) apparent accuracy. By analogy, we
use the term oversearching to describe the discovery by
extensive search of a theory that is not necessarily overcomplex but whose apparent accuracy is also misleading.
In this paper we present empirical evidence for the
oversearching phenomenon and propose a partial remedy. First, exploring larger numbers of potential theories consistently leads to selection of better theories in
only one of twelve domains investigated. We develop a
simple criterion for deciding whether a rule found after

some amount of search should be preferred to an apparently superior rule found after more extensive search.
This criterion leads to a method for curtailing search
and we report results demonstrating the bene ts of this
strategy, both for nding individual rules and for learning complete theories. Finally, we o er limited evidence
for the proposition that oversearching is orthogonal to
over tting.

2 Learning Individual Rules

This paper addresses the familiar propositional formalism in which each item belongs to one of k discrete classes
and is speci ed by its values for a xed collection of attributes [Quinlan, 1993]. The goal is to learn a classi er
from a training set that predicts classes of unseen items.
We concentrate on classi ers expressed as a sequence of
rules of the form
if T1 and T2 and ... and Tn then class Cx
where a test Ti takes one of four forms: Aj =v or Aj 6=v,
for discrete attribute Aj and value v, and Aj t or Aj >t
for continuous attribute Aj and constant threshold t.
In the rst experiment we focus on learning single
rules, following Webb [1993] in searching for one that
minimizes the Laplace predicted error. De ne the true
error rate of a rule as the probability that an item that
satis es the rule's left-hand side does not belong to the
class given by its right-hand side. If a rule such as the
above is satis ed by n training items, e of which belong
to classes other than the class Cx nominated by its righthand side, the estimated error rate of the rule on unseen
items is given by
L(n; e) = e +n +k ?k 1
where k is again the number of classes.
To show the e ects of increasing amounts of search,
rules are found with beam search of width w varying
exponentially from 1 to 512. For a given class Cx , the
initial beam at level 1 consists of the w single tests that
have the lowest Laplace error rate as above. At each
subsequent level, with up to w conjuncts in the current
beam, all ways of extending each conjunct with an additional test are considered and the best w of them retained
for the next beam.
Notice that we can prune some combinations of tests
without adding them to the beam. If a conjunct R
matches n training items with e errors, adding further
tests to R can only make it more speci c and thereby decrease the number of items that it covers. Any conjunct
of the form R and S can thus do no better than match
n-e items with no errors. Unless L(n-e; 0) is less than
the Laplace error estimate of the best conjunct found so
far, no descendant of R could ever improve on this best
conjunct, allowing R to be discarded.
Search proceeds until the current beam is empty,
whereupon the best conjunct found so far becomes the
left-hand side of the rule for Cx .
We have carried out experiments on twelve real-world
datasets from the UCI Repository that are described in

breast cancer
house voting
lymphography
primary tumor
auto insurance
chess endgame
credit approval
glass
hepatitis
Pima diabetes
promoters
soybean

Items Classes Attributes
286
2
4c, 5d
435
2
16d
148
4
18d
339
21
17d
205
6
14c, 10d
551
2
39d
690
2
6c, 9d
214
7
9c
155
2
6c, 13d
768
2
8c
106
2
57d
683
19
35d

Table 1: Datasets used in the experiments
Table 1, the rst four being the real-world domains studied by Webb. The size of each dataset, the number of
classes, and the numbers of discrete (d) and continuous (c) attributes are shown. The following trial was
repeated 500 times for each dataset:
Split the data randomly into 50% training and
50% test sets, making the class distributions
as uniform as possible.
For beam widths w = 1, 2, 4, ..., 512:
For each class in turn:
Identify the rule with lowest L value found
during a beam search of width w.
Determine the rule's error rate on the
test set.
Results of these experiments appear in Figure 1 in which
error rates are plotted against beam width. These error rates are weighted averages across the classes, the
weights being the class relative frequencies in the training set. The dotted lines in each graph show the average L values of the rules selected; without exception,
L values decline with beam width as more extensive
search discovers rules with lower predicted error rates.
The solid lines, however, show the average true error
rate of the rules as measured on the unseen test data.
(The vertical bars show one standard error either side
of the mean; the open circles ag the beam corresponding to the lowest true error rate; and the asterisks are
explained in the next section.) As can be seen, the behavior of the true error rate is quite unlike that of the
estimated rate L. With some datasets such as the promoter domain, increasing search rst lowers the true error rate, then causes it to rise, an example of the same
non-monotonicity observed by Rymon [1993]. On other
domains such as hepatitis, more extensive search is uniformly counter-productive. Only for the glass dataset
does the true error rate of the selected rule decline nearmonotonically with increased search.
To understand what is going on, we examine in more
detail the chess endgame dataset, a particularly striking
example of non-monotonicity. Separating results for the
two classes (Figure 2), we can see that good rules for
the majority class are found from the complete dataset
with relatively small beam widths and thereafter im-
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Figure 1: E ects of varying beam width
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provement is slight. The U shape of the curve is due
to the minority class, for which a marked change occurs
at beam width 16.
In one typical trial, search at beam width 8 nds a conjunction of three tests (R1) that is satis ed by 18 items
of the minority class and none of the other class. Further specialization of R1 can only decrease its cover and
hence its L value. However, there is also a conjunction of
ve tests (R2 ) that covers 32 items of the minority class
and 7 items of the other class. Now, in order to discover
a rule with left-hand side T1 and T2 and ... and Tn , the
beam at level i must contain at least one conjunction of i
of these tests, for all values of i from 1 to n-1. Conjunct
R2 is dicult to nd because no single test or pair of
tests has a low L value. For this trial, the L value of the
best single test ranks sixth among all single tests, so R2
is eliminated unless the beam width is at least 6. The
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best combination of two of the ve tests has an L value
that ranks thirteenth among all two-test combinations,
so the beam width needs to be at least 13 if R2 is not
to be eliminated at the second level of the beam search.
Once it is found, however, the large number of attributes
in this domain allows R2 to be re ned by the addition
of seven further tests, giving a rule R3 that covers 30
items without error. In terms of the L measure, R3 has
a lower predicted error than R1 and so is preferred.
When evaluated on the test data, however, the complex rule R3 misclassi es ve items of the 31 that it
matches, approximately the same error rate as the conjunct R2 from which it was derived. On the other hand,
the rule R1 is more accurate, misclassifying one of the
thirteen items that it covers. Increasing the beam width
from 8 to 16 allows the \ uke" R3 to be discovered, with
a consequent increase in the error rate.
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Figure 2: Chess endgame showing individual classes

3 Selecting a Beam Width

Having established that extensive search can lead to less
accurate rules, we now discuss a method for limiting
search.
For the domains of Figure 1, the most accurate rule is
often found with a beam width w greater than 1 (where
w=1 corresponds to greedy search) but less than 512,
taken here as an approximation to exhaustive search.
Suppose now that a layered search were conducted by
starting with w=1 and doubling the beam width at each
iteration. Could we select the appropriate beam width
so as to obtain the most accurate rule? This decision
clearly cannot be made with reference to the L value
alone, since this always decreases with further search.
The following probabilistic argument was inspired by
the famous Occam paper [Blumer, Ehrenfeucht, Haussler, and Warmuth, 1987]. If the true error rate of a rule
is r, the probability that the rule will give no more than
e errors in n trials is given by
e  
X
n ri(1 ? r)n?i:
P (n; e; r) =
i
i=0
If there are h rules, all having an error rate of r or more,
the probability that any one of them will give e or less
errors in n trials is at most h  P (n; e; r) whether or not
the rules are independent.
Now, let hw denote the number of rules examined during the search with beam width w and let rw satisfy
hw  P (nw ; ew ; rw ) = 0:5:
If all these rules had error rate greater than or equal to
rw , there would be up to an even chance that one of
them would give no more than ew errors in nw trials.
We use this value of rw as a guesstimate of the accuracy
of the best rule selected from the hw candidates. As w
takes on the values 1,2,4,..., the corresponding values of
hw , nw and ew can be determined and the value of rw
computed. We take the overall best rule to be that for
which rw is minimal.
There are numerous over-simpli cations in this argument. For instance, it ignores the e ect of beam selection
at each level; search for the rule with minimal L value
is guided by the L values of partial rules, so that the

Table 2: Selecting beam width
\ew errors in nw trials" is not a fair experiment. Again,
\number of rules examined" is an imprecise concept {
many putative rules cover no examples, and some rules
are pruned as described in Section 2. For these experiments, hw is taken as the number of distinct attribute
combinations considered during search on the basis that,
for each such combination, there will be some test on every selected attribute that minimizes the rule's L value.
Table 2 illustrates the values for the positive class of
the promoters dataset in one trial. Greedy search nds
a rule that covers 10 items without error. Increasing the
beam width to 2 causes a larger number of rules to be
examined but yields a better rule covering 17 items; still
better rules are found at beam widths 4 and 16. In the
latter case, the number of rules examined increases the
chance that the rule is a uke, as re ected by its higher
rw value. The rule encountered at beam width w=4 is
consequently chosen as the overall best.
We can now explain the asterisks in Figure 1. At each
trial, and for each class, a best beam width is selected
as above using only the training data. The asterisk indicates the average beam width selected and the average of
the corresponding error rates on the unseen test data.1
With the notable exceptions of the chess endgame and
glass datasets, the average beam widths chosen are near
the lowest points on the curves, providing some empirical
support for the beam width selection strategy.

4 Learning Complete Classi ers

The search for individual rules can be extended to learn
complete classi ers using the standard covering method
[Michalski, 1980]:
For each class Cx in turn:
Mark all items of class Cx as uncovered.
While uncovered items of class Cx remain:
Find and retain the best rule.
Mark as covered all class Cx items that
satisfy the rule.

The asterisk will not normally lie on the solid curve because the beam width selected varies from class to class and
from trial to trial.
1

breast cancer
house voting
lymphography
primary tumor
auto insurance
chess endgame
credit approval
glass
hepatitis
Pima diabetes
promoters
soybean
Ratio to LS

Error Rate (%)
GS
LS
ES
28.8 28.8 29.1
5.7
5.6
5.7
22.1 18.9 19.0
58.3 58.5 58.3
31.4 31.1 31.4
10.7 10.3 10.4
16.7 16.4 16.4
36.2 34.1 33.2
18.1 19.1 20.0
25.9 26.9 27.2
27.4 24.6 28.8
11.7 12.4 13.0
1.023

1.000

1.024

Number of Rules
GS
LS
ES
43.0 29.4 26.0
14.3 10.9 10.1
14.4 10.4
9.5
59.8 53.3 45.9
33.4 18.7 14.2
44.0 28.9 27.3
58.5 31.7 25.0
27.3 18.1 15.6
14.3 10.4
9.4
96.3 50.1 44.3
8.3
5.5
4.1
39.4 35.9 29.5
1.486

1.000

0.857

Theory Size
GS
LS
ES
132.9 106.4 101.2
37.5 31.7 30.3
33.6 30.1 30.1
269.5 256.0 234.6
70.1 57.5 58.6
130.7 112.2 113.7
161.9 120.9 118.1
74.2 59.8 56.5
29.7 27.0 27.9
301.2 207.4 208.7
16.4 13.5 14.1
112.4 108.9 106.6
1.197

1.000

0.987

Time (secs)
GS LS
ES
0.1 1.5 13.4
0.1 0.4 11.1
0.0 0.2
6.5
0.2 2.0 54.4
0.2 2.7 25.8
0.3 4.7 150.9
0.4 10.2 64.6
0.1 1.1
8.0
0.1 0.3
1.9
0.8 14.8 34.1
0.0 0.2
4.2
0.4 2.4 67.3
0.10

1.00

17.40

Table 3: Results with greedy (GS), layered (LS), and extensive (ES) search
When determining the best rule above, only uncovered
items of class Cx and all items of other classes are considered. Whereas Webb [1993] nds the rule with the
guaranteed lowest L value at each iteration, we use the
best rule encountered by three kinds of heuristic search:
GS: Greedy search with beam width w=1.
LS: Layered search with beam widths w=1, 2, 4, 8 and
so on to a maximum of 512. For each beam width,
the rule with lowest L value encountered during
search is retained and its rw value determined, the
overall best rule being the one of these with lowest
rw . The layered search is terminated whenever two
successive values of w fail to improve on the best
value of rw found so far.
ES: Extensive search with xed beam width w=512,
again taken to approximate exhaustive search.
An unseen item is classi ed by the ruleset by nding the
rule with lowest L value that matches it, then assigning
the item to the class speci ed in that rule's right-hand
side. An item that satis es no rule is assigned the most
frequent class observed in the training set.
The experimental design was similar to that described
in Section 2: for each dataset, 500 trials were conducted,
splitting the data into strati ed equal-sized training and
test sets. Three classi ers were constructed from the
training set using greedy (GS), layered (LS), and extensive (ES) search, respectively, and each classi er evaluated on the test set. Results averaged over the 500 repetitions appear in Table 3. A simple indicator of theory
complexity is provided by theory size, the total number
of tests in all rules. Times are for a DEC AXP 3000/800
workstation.
Those error rates for GS and ES shown in bold face
are signi cantly2 di erent from LS. Layered search is signi cantly better than greedy search in ve domains and
worse in three. When compared with extensive search,
layered search is signi cantly better in six domains and
worse in only one. Over the 6000 trials, LS is better than
GS in 2822 trials and worse in 2534, while it is better
2

Two-tailed sign test, p=0.05.

than ES in 2927 trials and worse in 2438; both results
are signi cant at better than p=0.0001.
The ratio to LS gures in the nal row give an
overview across the twelve domains; each is the average ratio of a result to that for layered search. For these
datasets, the theories found using LS have less than 98%
of the error of those produced by either greedy or extensive search. LS requires 10 times as much computation
as GS, but the absolute di erence is small since the latter is so economical. Extensive search (where w is xed
at 512) is 170 times slower than greedy search and 17
times slower than layered search, even though the latter
requires repeated search with increasing beam widths.

5 Theory Complexity and Search

Discussion of the chess endgame example in Section 2
might suggest that this problem is just another instance
of over tting { extensive search is leading to the construction of elaborate rules. Existing mechanisms for
over tting avoidance, such as Rissanen's Minimum Description Principle [Quinlan and Rivest, 1989; CameronJones, 1992], might thus be sucient to prevent the
choice of rules with low predictive accuracy. We o er
two arguments against this hypothesis.
As can be seen in Table 3, ranking the search methods
by the complexity of the theory produced does not correlate well with the accuracy of the theories. Although
ES often nds more complex individual rules, this complexity is counterbalanced by their increased coverage.
Extensive search results in complete theories that are
simpler than those found by layered search, and much
simpler (20%) than those produced with greedy search.
Yet, on average, the ES theories are less accurate than
their LS counterparts and have similar accuracy to the
GS theories.
The second is empirical, based on preliminary experiments that assess the impact of oversearching on
instance-based learning. For these trials, a classi er consists of a subset of the training items, with an unseen
item assigned to the class of the most similar retained
item. All classi ers for a domain are constrained to con-

sist of exactly the same number m of retained items,
so that all theories have identical complexity. Beam
searches of various widths are again carried out, this
time to nd the m items that give the lowest classi cation error on the training set. Results with the same
twelve datasets are reminiscent of Figure 1: increased
search leads to better and better sets of retained items as
assessed on the training data, but the classi er's performance on unseen test data exhibits either a continuous
decline or a U-shaped curve in six of the twelve domains.

6 Conclusion

This paper provides further evidence that more search
does not necessarily result in better learned theories.
In most of the domains studied here, expanding search
leads eventually to a decline in predictive accuracy as
idiosyncrasies of the training set are uncovered and exploited. This phenomenon of oversearching has also been
observed in other domains and, indeed, with at least one
other heuristic criterion.3
For the twelve datasets reported here, an iterative layered search with beam width limited by a probabilistic
criterion rw was found to have better overall performance
than either greedy or extensive search. Even so, the argument that underpins the derivation of the rw value,
and thereby selection of the \best" beam width, is simplistic and we are con dent that a better criterion can
be developed.
We believe that oversearching cannot be controlled by
complexity-based mechanisms such as the MDL principle; the disadvantages of oversearching seem to be
somehow orthogonal to problems of over tting. MDL is
rightly popular because it provides a well-justi ed framework for mapping apparent accuracy and theory complexity into a uniform measure based on coding length.
Ideally, we would like to see oversearching dealt with in
a similarly clean manner by the development of a single
metric that embodies all three factors: accuracy, theory
complexity, and extent of search.
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3
In place of the Laplace estimate, we have also tried a
con dence limit function UCF [Quinlan, 1993, page 41]. This
function turns out to be even more susceptible to coincidences
in the training data; a majority of the domains discussed
here show a monotonic decrease in predictive accuracy with
increased beam width.
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